
DTAP-GPS 

The Kestrel TSCM ® Professional Software is an agile multiple 

tasking TSCM resource that ventures well-beyond the typical 

corporate boardroom. Our optional 

Dynamic Trace Autonomous 

Platform (DTAP-GPS) TM module is     

the lowest cost, full featured       

dimensional geo-location heat   

mapping platform ever unleashed. 

Known in professional circles as   

DTAP-GPS TM, this feature provides 

the technical operator with three (3) 

essential and very powerful TSCM | 

SIGINT resources. First, a fully autonomous means of mobile 

dimensional geo-location of all detected signals across the entire 

radio Range of Interest (ROI), and provides the localization of 

every emitter source. This capability can be used to locate     

hostile and or interfering emitters, or deployed to determine the 

effect of distance and terrain factors relative to commercial and      

regulatory spectrum management interests. 

Mobile Vehicle Deployment 

DTAP-GPS TM can be deployed on any vehicle, marine vessel or  

aircraft. However, the most common deployment technique 

involves the DTAP-GPS TM platform, being deployed in a mobile 

capacity, in a vehicle. The vehicle roof-mount KestrelPod IV TM 

(mobile) antenna is an active Omni-Directional antenna         

specifically designed for DTAP-GPS TM operation. The KP IV TM 

acts as an Omni-Direction bubble to minimize distant              

high-power emitters and bring focus and heat map clarity to 

localized Signals of Interest (SOI). 

DTAP-GPS TM is designed to run autonomously, without the       

need for operator intervention, using a collect now, analyze  

later methodology. If there is a second technical operator, the       

system can be deployed in a live dimensional geo-location     

heat mapping mode. 

The platform requires a GPS signal to operate, however, a     

mobile network connection is optional. When a mobile network 

connection is available, the live map is displayed. When no    

network connection is found a generic green display is rendered. 

Once the network connection is re-established or a connection 

provided, the map is automatically rendered for the project file. 

Backpack Deployment 

The DTAP-GPS TM capability can be deployed on foot, covertly as 

a walk-about resource whenever a GPS signal is present. The 

platform can autonomous respond to the operators path based 

on the GPS coordinates and the operator defined Locale Radius 

settings to build a dimensional geo-location heat map of the 

radio-frequency spectrum. 

The ability to deploy the DTAP-GPS TM capability for special 

events, or public safety reasons such as protests,               

demonstration, counter terrorist activities, and a range of other 

tactical and  high-risk reasons, make the DTAP-GPS TM feature a 

must have professional feature. 

DTAP-GPS TM can also be remotely monitored in real-time from  

any location when a mobile network connection is available     

via remote desktop software. 

Whether the mission is a cross-country heat mapping             

assignment, a city block, or the entire city, DTAP-GPS TM is      

designed to adapt to the mission deployment parameters. 

Remote Piloted Aircraft System (RPAS) 

The DTAP-GPS TM platform can be deployed on an aircraft,          

helicopter, or a small commercial drone. Airborne RPAS         

deployment provides a very fast autonomous and systematic 

search pattern based-approach, that can cover very large areas 

in a short period of time. 

For example, search and rescue missions, emergency locator 

beacons, satellite transponders, mobile radio, cellular devices, 

hostile transmitters, and interference sources. 

The DTAP-GPS TM module is ready for deployment on a          

commercial drone, is very compact, with enough independent 

battery power to  outlast the flight time of many of the drones 

by approximately 4x, making it possible to land, replace the 

RPAS battery and continue the mission for up to 4 hours. 

The RPAS-GPS TM platform can be deployed as a high-altitude    

direction-finding platform when equipped with a small           

directional antenna. The RPAS serves as a hovering, at altitude 

direction-finding platform, reporting the directional components 

of the signal of interest as RSSI values. 
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Remember, in a Moving Target Threat Model the   

Technical Operator is the Spectrum Analyzer... 
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The Face of TSCM Has Changed! 

The ability of the technical operator to embrace new and  

emerging TSCM technologies, to specifically address challenging 

new sophisticated threat technology must be addressed by   

every spectrum warrior. It is simply no longer good enough to 

deploy an obsolete spectrum analyzer in the clients boardroom. 

The world has changed, the game has changed, and the threat 

environment has definitively changed during the past decade. 

The Kestrel TSCM ® Professional Software has the answer, in   

its ability to assess and address emerging threat technology, and 

apply in near real-time, powerful countermeasures milestones 

at the fundamental software defined radio level, at a rate far 

beyond competitive interests. 

Defensive Geo-Location 

As many people are likely aware, the Kestrel TSCM ®              

Professional Software RPAS capability is specifically designed to 

provide airborne-based dimensional geo-location heat mapping.  

The Kestrel TSCM ® Professional Software is the only TSCM   

airborne application on the market with this powerful         

standards-based capability. 

RPAS DTAP-GPS TM
 can fly pre-programmed airborne search 

patterns and detect all in-range radio-frequency sources and   

pin-point signals of interest on the ground, and in-fact, could be 

used to locate the drone controller or the drone itself in a   

counter-drone mission capability. 

Automatic Software Update Tool 

Operators never need deploy another old release of the         

Kestrel TSCM ® Professional Software again! Download the   

latest new milestone in the Kestrel TSCM ® Professional        

Software legacy. 

Our powerful new Automatic Software Update Tool is a simple 

to use resource. The Auto Update Tool checks for new software 

releases and added new feature updates, each time the         

software is initialized and a network connection is present. 

This latest capability will significantly reduce the complexity of 

uninstalling and reinstalling new software releases, by taking 

control of the update process. 

Kestrel TSCM ® Professional Software is innovative industry leading, disruptive technology, sold in 54 countries worldwide! 

To  accommodate secure off-grid air-gapped computers, the 

technical operator can simply add “inhibitupgrade” to the    

desktop shortcut command line, to prevent the software from 

automatically updating the software, or can use a full manually 

installed, air-gap release. 

As an experienced  technical operator, it is essential to utilize the   

latest software features and resources. New technology, is    

released on a regular basis and the new automatic update tool 

ensures that today’s software is tomorrow ready. 

Download the latest “bridgehead.exe” file from the Technical 

Support Group (TSG) TM Resource Centre website and get started 

with our innovative industry leading technology. The new auto      

update tool resource is designed to push the latest bug fixes, 

software tweaks, default setting updates, support file updates, 

and new features and functionality in real-time for immediate 

field deployment. 
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